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The concentration and temperature dependences of the spectral distribution of local vibrations 
(LV) in the Ni lattice containing Be substitutional impurities have been studied by the method of 
inelastic slow neutron scattering. The observed nonmonotonic dependence of LV width is ex- 
plained by a contribution from magnon scattering. The coupling constant for the interaction 
between LV and spin waves could be estimated from a quantitative comparison of the theoretical 
and experimental results. 

PACS numbers: 63.20.Pw, 61.55.Hg, 75.30.D~ 

1. INTRODUCTION 

There has been much work (see, for example, Refs. 1-4) 
on theoretical and experimental studies of the broadening of 
the spectral distribution of local vibrations (LV). The main 
mechanisms for the broadening in nonmetallic systems for a 
small impurity concentration are the decay of the LV into 
two or more vibrations of the continuous spec t r~m"~  and the 
modulation mechanism, caused by scattering of phonons by 
LV. In metals with impurities which form LV, interaction of 
the local excitations with the conduction electrons is ob- 
served as well as with phonons.'-' Additional broadening of 
LV is possible in magnetic crystals associated with their in- 
teraction with the system of spin excitations, including mo- 
dulation splitting of the LV spectrum due to interaction with 
localized spin excitations of the same impurity atom.8 

For nonmagnetic impurities, interaction of LV with 
magnons of the continuous spectrum plays an important 
part. Such a mechanism of broadening is only effective for a 
sufficiently large LV amplitude of the magnetic atoms clo- 
sest to the impurity, i.e., when the LV frequency lies close to 
the band edge of the phonon spectrum. As a consequence of 
the magnetic-moment conservation, the main mechanism 
for LV broadening due to interaction with magnons in crys- 
tals with small magnetic anisotropy is scattering of magnons 
by LV. The simplest and most effective scattering process is 
the absorption of a magnon by the local vibration with the 
production of a high-frequency magnon. It turns out that 
such a process is possible (according to the law of conserva- 
tion of energy) if the LV energy E,  is less than the maximum 
spin wave energy E, . 

In the present work studies have been made of the tem- 
perature and concentration dependences of the LV width in 
the Nil -, Be, system to investigate the influence of various 
mechanisms on the LV lifetime. It is found that, unlike the 
case of a nonmagnetic l a t t i ~ e , ~  the LV width depends non- 
monotonically on the Be impurity concentration and tem- 
perature. Such a behavior can be explained by the LV broad- 
ening mechanism mentioned above with the participation of 
two magnons. On raising the temperature (and also the con- 
centration of nonmagnetic atoms), a softening of the magnon 
spectrum takes place, so that E, can become less than E, and 
the mechanism ceases to make a contribution to LV broad- 
ening. 

2. THE EXPERIMENTS 

The Ni matrix was chosen because it represents a classic 
ferromagnet with small magnetic anisotropy and a suffi- 
ciently high Curie temperature. In addition, the magnetic 
properties of Ni are well known, in particular the magnon 
dispersion curve has been studied e~~erirnental ly. '~  Local 
modes produced by replacing Ni by Be were first investigat- 
ed by Zemlyanov et al." The LV line was easily observed in 
slow neutron inelastic scattering spectra and was character- 
ized by a large width. However, they did not carry out a 
detailed study of the temperature and concentration depen- 
dences of the LV broadening. 

The Nil -,Be, system has a broad region of a-solid 
solutions (x 5 15.3 at. % at 1100 K), so that the magnetic 
characteristics of the system can be appreciably altered by 
changing the concentration of nonmagnetic impurities. The 
effect of the magnetic subsystem on the LV width can thus be 
studied on changing temperature and Be concentration. 

Ni, -,Be, alloys were studied with x = 0.004, 0.012, 
0.025, 0.039, 0.057, and 0.092. Nickel with less than 
2 x wt. % of other impurities was used as matrix. The 
specimens were prepared in vacuum induction furnaces. Ho- 
mogenization was carried out for 15 h at 1100 K. After 
quenching and tempering of the alloys produced, annealing 
was carried out at 650 K for up to 50 h. The method of 
preparing the samples was aimed at producing optimal con- 
ditions for the decay of precipitates in aged Ni-Be solid solu- 
tions." Chemical analysis of specimens taken over the whole 
thickness of the billets showed uniformity of Be impurity 
distribution within 5%. Metallographic, x-ray and neutron 
structural analyses, and also the results of slow neutron 
small angle scattering showed that the specimens investigat- 
ed were disordered a-solutions of Be in Ni. Measurement 
was made of the intensity of optic modes (E = 65 meV) in the 
spectrum of inelastic neutron scattering for a specially pre- 
pared two-phase Ni8,Be18 specimen, containing 9 at. % Be 
in the intermetallicfl-phase and for the a-solutions studied, 
in order to estimate possible small amounts of intermetallic 
inclusions, which are difficult to observe by traditional 
methods. By this means it could be established that the possi- 
ble intermetallic content in the specimens studied 
(x = 0.004-0.092) is negligible. For the most enriched beryl- 
lium specimen there is less than 0.2 at. % Be in the 8-phase. 
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FIG. 1. Temperature dependence of the magnetization of the Ni, _.Be, 
alloys studied. 

The results of measurement of the magnetization of the 
specimens are shown in Fig. 1. It follows from the results, in 
particular, that the Curie temperature decreases according 
to the law Tc (x) = Tc (O)(l-bx), where b = 3.5 1 + 0.06, while 
the magnetization at T-+O varies as M(x,O) = M(0,0)(1- 
3 .2~) .  Measurements of LV spectra were carried out in the 
temperature range 170-520 K (below the temperature Tc of 
the phase transition to the nonmagnetic state) to study the 
effect of the magnetic subsystem on the LV lifetime. It can be 
seen in Fig. 1 that in just this range, a noticeable change takes 
place in the magnetization of the specimens with various Be 
concentrations. 

Measurements of LV spectra were carried out by means 
of slow neutron inelastic scattering. The doubly differential 
neutron scattering cross-sections d 'a/d~d.Q were measured 
by a time-of-flight spectrometer. l3 The spectral distribution 
of Be LV in the Ni lattice could be extracted from measure- 
ments of scattering cross-sections, with the same geometry 
and neutron transmission, on pure Ni and Ni-Be (Fig. 2). 
Measurements were carried out on polycrystalline speci- 
mens and analysis of the neutron cross-sections for scatter- 
ing by LV was carried out in the noncoherent approxima- 
tion. 

The values of natural LV spectral widths, determined 
from the spectral distributions obtained, are shown in Fig. 3 
together with the experimental error. The natural LV widths 
were found by fitting, to the experimental spectra, convolu- 
tions of the Lorentzian function that describes the LV line 
shape sought with the experimentally measuredI4 resolution 
function of the spectrometer. The error in the values shown 
in Fig. 3 was determined by taking into account the errors in 
determining the energy width of the spectrometer and the 
LV spectral distributions, averaged overall measured angles 
0,. 

The concentration and temperature dependences of LV 
widths, studied earlier,9.15 for solutions of Be substituted in 
copper and vanadium lattices, are also shown in Fig. 3 for 
comparison. As can be seen from the figure, the linear con- 
centration and monotonic temperature dependences of the 
LV width, characteristic of a nonmagnetic matrix, are only 
observed for Ni-Be in the low impurity concentration range 
and at low temperatures. As x and T increase, a noticeable 

FIG. 2. Scattering cross-sections for slow neutrons by local vibrations in 
Nil , B e ,  at room temperature and for one of the scattering angles R, for 
x = A-0.004, 0 -4 .025;  A--0.039; 0 - 4 . 0 5 7  and 0 - 0 . 0 9 2 ;  the 
dashed curve is for scattering by pure Ni. The cross sections have been 
normalized to unit neutron flux and the same number of matrix atoms in 
the scattering systems. 
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5 K 

FIG. 3. Concentration (a) and temperature (b) dependences of the width of 
LVspectra. Points-experiment, full lines-theory; the dashed lines show 
the concentration and temperature dependences for LV width in Cu-Be7 
and the dash-dot line is for V-Be15. 
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departure from linearity occurs. The nonmonotonic behav- 
ior of LV width takes place, naturally, in the T and x region 
where the magnetic properties of the system change appre- 
ciably (see Fig. 1). In particular, the position of the feature in 
the temperature dependence (Fig. 3b) correlates with the 
temperature region where the magnetization of the alloys 
studied decreases sharply. This indicates the existence of an 
additional mechanism for LV broadening in magnetic sys- 
tems. The interaction of LV with magnons may be such a 
mechanism. 

3. THEORY 

As has already been pointed out, the line width of any 
nonmagnetic excitation in an isotropic magnetic system, due 
to interactions with the magnetic subsystem, can only be 
associated with processes for magnon scattering by these ex- 
citations. The most intense of these processes, if it is allowed 
by the law of conservation of energy, is scattering with the 
participation of the minimum number (i.e. two) of magnons. 
The LV broadening produced by such a process has the form 

where yXIXZ is the magnon-phonon interaction matrix ele- 
ment and E, is the magnon energy. If the value of yxIx2 can be 
represented in the form of a function of E,, and E,? ,  then Eq. 
(1) takes the form 

Here g ( E )  is the magnon continuous spectrum density of 
states. 

We will, for simplicity, discuss Eq. (2) within the frame- 
work of the Heisenberg model. We will then write the Ha- 
miltonian of a ferromagnet with a nonmagnetic impurity 
atom in the following form: 

Here H, is the spin Hamiltonian of the ferromagnet, H, is 
the elastic wave (phonon) Hamiltonian, Ha is the anharmon- 
icity Hamiltonian; I,,, is the exchange energy of a pair of 
spins at sites n and n' (n, n' #O, since the nonmagnetic impu- 
rity atom is placed at the site with index 0); S, is the atomic 
spin matrix operator; ck is the energy of a phonon with 
wavenumber k (the oscillations in a crystal containing im- 
purities are not described by plane waves), where k includes 
both LV (k = I ) and oscillations of the continuous spectrum. 

We shall separate in the Hamiltonian H, the interaction 
of oscillations with the spin system, expanding the exchange 
integral I,,, in powers of small displacements of the atoms 
from their equilibrium positions 

un= -ahnbh+~.c .  
b 

and limit ourselves to the linear term in the expansion. It can 
be shown by using, for example, the equal-time Green func- 
tion, that in second order perturbation theory in the spin- 
phonon interaction, the broadening of the LV spectral distri- 
bution has the form 

where 

B1nn,= (cc1n-a,.,) VInn,, 

1 "  
( A ;  B), = - erp ( i w t )  ( A  ( t ) B  (0) )at, 

2n 

the angle brackets signify quantum-statistical averaging. 
At temperatures not too near to Tc, when (T, - T ) /  

Tc )Z -2, where Z i s  the coordination number, a self-consis- 
tent field approximation of the type considered by Vaks et 
a1.16 can be used for the calculation of the correlation func- 
tion in Eq. (4). In this approximation (if processes involving 
four and more magnons are neglected), Eq. (4) can be re- 
duced to the form of Eq. (1) with 

1 
AKlbnnl =- 

N 
exp [ i ( x a - x 2 n f )  1. 

The quantity S here, which determines the magnetization of 
the system, depends in general both on Tandx (see Fig. I), N 
is the number of lattice sites, while the expression for A,,,2,,. 
is written with neglect of the change in spin-wave amplitude 
in the neighborhood of the impurity. 

Corresponding to the experimental results for the Ni- 
Be system, we consider the case when at T = 0, E, < E, and 
the corresponding process is allowed over a fairly wide tem- 
perature range. At low temperatures when ~ T ( E ,  - E, ,  the 
main contribution to the value o f r ,  (Eq. 1) comes from the 
region where the energy of the absorbed magnon E,,  - kT. 
Expanding Eq. (5) in terms of small x ,  , we obtain 

where d is the period of the cubic lattice, PI is the angle 
between the vectors x ,  and n - n'. For the case of Ni with an 
fcc lattice, which interests us, in the nearest-neighbor ap- 
proximation a, = 1/16, and the limiting spin-wave frequen- 
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cy at T = 0 in an ideal crystal Em = 16 IS,I7 where I is the 
exchange integral for nearest neighbors of the matrix. 

Substituting Eq. ( 6 )  in Eq. (1) we then obtain 

B.,= C B, . .  (n-nl) [ex* ( i r ~ )  -exp (ir2n1) I .  
nn' 

The temperature dependence of the broadening ob- 
tained cc ( k ~ ) ~ ' ,  at low temperatures is only a consequence of 
the spin-wave quadratic dispersion law and does not depend 
on the choice of model approximations. At very low tem- 
peratures the contribution from this mechanism can be ne- 
glected compared with broadening due to anharmonicity.' 

As the temperature is raised, the broadening deter- 
mined by Eq. (1) grows rapidly and for k T  k em - &, can be 
the main LV broadening mechanism. For analyzing the tem- 
perature and concentration dependences of this mechanism 
at sufficiently high temperature, we approximate the value 
of y,,,* over the whole spin-wave region of the spectrum by 

, its value corresponding to small x ,  and x,. Expanding Eq. ( 6 )  
(valid for small x,) in terms of x,, we obtain 

1 S 
10 = C  - B,... ~n-n112 cos p, cos B ~ ,  

nu' 
aidz  

wherep, is the angle between the vectors x, and n - n'. We 
note that other physically acceptable approximations for 
yXtx2 as shown by numerical analysis, do not change qualita- 
tively the results obtained below. Substituting Eq. (8) into 
Eq. (I), we obtain the expression for TM in the form of Eq. 
(2), in which 

It is convenient, for what follows, to write the expressions for 
the density of states in the following form: 

X 

In the self-consistent field approximation, the dimensionless 
magnon density of states of the crystal, g( y), is independent 
of temperature and concentration, since in this approxima- 
tion E, /em = E, / E m ,  and the sum over x in Eq. (10) is car- 
ried out over the whole Brillouin zone. Substituting Eqs. (9) 
and (10) in (2), we obtain 

~ M ( T ,  Z) =ysJ (T ,  z ) ,  

Strictly speaking, Eq. (1 1) is valid only for small impuri- 

ty concentration. It can be shown that Eq. (1 1) also stays 
valid for somewhat larger x if a is taken in the form 
o(T,x) = M (T,x)/Mo, whereM (T,x) is theexperimentally de- 
termined magnetization of the crystal for given T and x, 
while Mo=M (0,O). The main concentration dependence is 
then taken into account and the dependence of the form 
1 - x is omitted, describing in particular the change in the 
integral spin-wave density of states on introducing nonmag- 
netic impurities. 

The LV broadening produced by spin-phonon interac- 
tion in a ferromagnet with nonmagnetic impurities can be 
determined from Eq. (1 1) over a sufficiently wide range of 
variation of temperature and impurity concentration re- 
quired for comparison with the experimental results. 

It can be seen from the expression that at low tempera- 
tures kT< E, - &, , the broadening rM a T 5'2, correspond- 
ing to the result of Eq. (7). However, at high temperatures, 
the growth in rM with increasing temperature is replaced by 
a fall. This is associated with the fact that at sufficiently high 
temperatures the magnetization of the matrix a can decrease 
appreciably, the maximum frequency in the spin-wave spec- 
trum E, , as can be seen from Eqs. (5) and (6), also falls and 
the region of allowed values E, - E, of the spin wave energy 
[and correspondingly the region for integrating over y in Eq. 
(1 I)] is considerably contracted. If we do not consider tem- 
peratures too close to T, and we neglect the contribution of 
relaxation magnetic excitations to the LV broadening, the 
broadening produced by two-magnon scattering by LV van- 
ishes at a temperature for which E, = &,. As the analysis 
shows, such a behavior of TM is also preserved in a more 
general case (without using the molecular-field approxima- 
tion) and is a consequence of softening of the spectrum of the 
magnetic excitations of the system with increasing T. 

We shall give, as an example, the appropriate r, (T,x) 
dependences for various x for the Ni-Be system studied, for 
which Em =: 140 meV, according to experimental data,'' and 
E[  = 44 meV. We choose the density of statesg(E /E ,  ) in the 

r,, relative units 
7,- - -- 7--7 

FIG. 4. Temperature dependence of the contributionr, to the LV broad- 
ening for Ni, _ % Be,. The values of x are shown for each curve. Inset: 
model" Ni magnon spectrum. 
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form corresponding to an fcc lattice with nearest neighbor 
interaction. l7  Using the experimental values of u(T,x) (Fig. 
1) we obtain the rM(T,x)  dependences shown in relative 
units in Fig. 4. It can be seen that with increasing T the 
dependence o f r M  on Tgoes through a maximum and that at 
E = E, it returns to zero with the corresponding temperature 
less than the Curie temperature, so that the system main- 
tains its long-range magnetic order. On the other hand, TM 
decreases on increasing the concentration of nonmagnetic 
impurities. The appearance of the curves shown remains 
practically unchanged if some other approximation is used 
for ;(E,,E,) andg(E,~, ). In the next section these results are 
used to explain the experimental data. 

4. DISCUSSION OF THE RESULTS 

Apart from the broadening T, produced by the mag- 
netic subsystem, there are contributions to the experimental- 
ly observed LV width in the Ni-Be system associated with a 
number of other mechanisms which are also characteristic of 
nonmagnetic systems. The main such mechanism for small 
impurity concentrations is the anharmonic coupling 
between LV and phonons which leads to processes of decay 
of LV into two or more phonons1s2 and also to modulation 
scattering of phonons by LV.3 If the energy conservation law 
allows the decay of LV into two phonons of the continuous 
spectrum, then such a process is dominant at not too high 
temperatures. Its temperature dependence can be described 
by the following interpolation f ~ r m u l a : ~  

where a is a dimensionless parameter characterizing the an- 
harmonic LV-phonon interaction and n ( ~ )  is the level popu- 
lation of lattice excitations. 

In metals, LV broadening can also be associated with 
their interaction with conduction  electron^.^ However, as 
the study of several similar (nonmagnetic) systems with Be 
impurity shows,7 this interaction can be neglected in the 
present case. 

Broadening of LV in nonideal crystals can also be pro- 
duced by interaction between the impurities. Dynamic inter- 
action between LV resulting from exchange of virtual phon- 
ons depends exponentially on the distance between 
impurities, so that the corresponding broadening depends 
exponentially on concentration.'* In the system considered, 
the LV frequency lies far from the band edge of the contin- 
uous spectrum, and the radius of the localized excitation is 
consequently -vI i3 .  For not too high concentrations, there- 
fore, the overlap of the LV wave functions of different 
centers is small and the corresponding LV broadening pro- 
duced by dynamic interaction can also be neglected. 

On the other hand, the existence of impurities leads to 
the appearance of long-range elastic deformations in the 
crystal. These deformations randomly shift and split the LV 
line, leading to its inhomogeneous broadening. If it is as- 
sumed that these deformations are produced by the same Be 
impurity atoms as lead to the appearance of LV, then the 
concentration broadening in the alloys studied can be writ- 

ten in the formI9 

where b is a dimensionless coefficient which depends on the 
change in volume of the crystal produced by a defect and on 
the parameters of the anharmonic impurity-matrix interac- 
tion. 

The independence of a ofx and ofpof T (i.e. the additi- 
vity of rh. and r,) in the temperature and concentration 
range studied is confirmed e~perimentally.~ We will there- 
fore assume that the total LV width TI in the Nil , Be, 
system can be described by the following expression: 

We will thus use three dimensionless adjustable param- 
eters a, 8 ,  y to describe the experimental values of TI (x,T). 
Their values for Ni-Be obtained by the least squares method 
are shown in Table I. Curves corresponding to these param- 
eters are shown by dashed lines in Fig. 3. We also show in the 
table values of { = 1 - m,,/M (m,, and Mare  the atomic 
masses of the impurity and of the appropriate matrix), the 
positions of the energy of an isolated (i.e. x-0) Be impurity 
LV, E,, and the calculated LV energies E: obtained in the 
isotopic model by using the experimentally determined 
phonon spectrum of the matrix. 

As can be seen from the table, the values found for the 
parameters a and p for Ni-Be are of the same order as the 
corresponding quantities for Cu-Be and V-Be. A direct de- 
pendence can be traced of the parameter P, which deter- 
mines the concentration LV broadening, on the quantity 
r = which characterizes the difference in the inter- 
action of an isolated impurity with the matrix atoms sur- 
rounding it, compared with the interatomic interaction in 
the matrix. For LV in Ni and Cu, in which the effective 
interaction between the Be impurity atoms and the matrix is 
weakened appreciably, the parametersb are thus similar and 
considerably different from the corresponding value for V- 
Be, where there is practically no difference between the im- 
purity-matrix and intramatrix force constants. It follows 
from this that the concentration LV broadening in compara- 
ble systems is produced by deformation fields arising from 
the impurity centers, as has been indicated earlier. l3  

Because the LV amplitude at matrix atoms near the im- 
purity center is not zero, there is also an influence of the 
anharmonicity of the matrix lattice on the magnitude of the 
temperature broadening [see Eq. (12)] as well as the impurity 
atom-matrix interaction. In fact, for roughly equal values of 
T, characterizing the relative interaction of Be impurity 
atoms in Ni and Cu matrices, the value of the parameter a 
for the Ni-Be system is less than for Cu-Be. This reflects the 
actual relation between the coefficients of the anharmonicity 
of the lattice vibrations which are manifest, in particular, in 
the coefficients of thermal expansion of the crystal lattices of 
these alloys. 

The interaction of LV with spin waves in Nil -,,Be, 
makes an appreciable contribution to the total widthr,  . For 
example, for x = 0.05 rM at room temperature is three 
times greater than the decay due to anharmonicity T, and 
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TABLE I. Values of the parameters characterizing the attenuation of local vibrations of Be in 
various metal matrices. 

Matrix References 
T - 3 0 0 K  

Cu 0.85s 0.027*0.004 0.81*0.06 * - [71, [91. ~ 1 9 1  xi 1 1 ,El 1 E . 5  0.023*0.004 0.016*0.007 1 0.70i0.12 i.9i0.3 1 0.066*0.016 - "51 - 

*The improvement in the accuracy, compared with earlier values? results from taking account 
of additional  measurement^.^^'^ 

comparable with the concentration broadening T, . Such 3M. A. Ivanov, M. A. Krivoglaz, D. N. Mirlin, and I. I. Reshina, Fiz. 

values O f r M  imply a considerable LV amplitude at magnet- Tverd. 11  ~l ; l ; \ l  Tela (Leningrad) 8, 192 (1966) [Sov. Phys. Solid State 8, 150 
,.,-",,. 

ic atoms marest to the impurities and a fairly large value of 4 ~ .  S. Barker and A. J. Sievers, Rev. M O ~ .  ~ h y s .  47, suppl. 2 (1975). 
magnon-phonon interaction. 'M. A. Ivanov, M. A. Krivoglaz, and V. F. Los', Fiz. Tverd. Tela (Lenin- 

grad) 8,2867 (1966) [Sov. Phys. Solid State 8, 2294 (1966)l. It is interesting to note that additi0na1 information On 
6yU. G. ~ ~ i d ~ ~ k ,  N, A. ~ h ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ l ~ k ~ ~ ,  yu. L. shitikov, 0. G. shklyar- 

the spin-wave spectrum of the magnetic sublattice can be evskii, and I. K. Yanson, Zh. Eksp. Teor. Fiz. 83,1177 (1982) [Sov. Phys. 
obtained from analysis of the concentration and temperature JETP 56,671 (1982)l. 

dependences ofthe LV width. using the value ofa = E , , ~ ,  7 Y ~ .  L. Shitikov, B. A. Vindryaevskii, M. G. Zemlyanov, andN. A. Cher- 
noplekov, Zh. Eksp. Teor. Fiz. 80,429 (1981) [Sov. Phys. JETP 53, 369 

as yet another adjustable parameter, we obtained values of (1981)l. 
the edge of the model spin excitation spectrum shown in Fig. 
4, Em = 145 f 18 meV, which agrees with experimental re- 
sults of measuring the dispersion law for spin waves in Ni." 

The analysis of the results of the present work thus 
show that interaction with spin excitations makes an appre- 
ciable contribution to LV broadening in magnetic materials. 
This contribution has a characteristic temperature depen- 
dence with a maximum. Such a behavior of r, is indepen- 
dent of the approximations of the models used above and is 
described by the approximate Eq. (1 1). 
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